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To improve the teaching efficiency of speaking verbs, we launched a research on 
speaking verbs based on the semantic field theory. The thesis listed the speaking verbs 
in The Contemporary Chinese Dictionary(the 6th edition), analyzed the structure and 
members of “speaking” semantic field, gave some suggestion on teaching of speaking 
verbs. 
In Chapter One, the author stated the reason for choosing this topic through the 
presentation of interlanguage materials, defined the meaning of speaking verbs as 
verbs that describe the controllable speech act of human being, and extracted the four 
semantic features of speaking verbs and summarized the research approaches.  
In Chapter Two, the author introduced previous research about speaking verbs 
and vocabulary teaching in TSCL. Then the author found speaking verbs have been 
study from semantic, syntactic, pragmatic perspectives. However, there is few studies 
of speaking verbs can be used in TSCL. 
In Chapter Three, based on the four semantic features [+stater], [+autonomous], 
[+speech], [+verbal act], the author listed 770 speaking verbs in The Contemporary 
Chinese Dictionary(the 6th edition), and studied the speaking verbs in two different 
test syllabuses and took them into comparison. The author listed 254 speaking verbs 
in old syllabus and 157 in the new one, and found that the new syllabus deleted some 
advanced speaking verbs from the old one and showed a decrease in its difficulty 
level. 
In Chapter Four, as the old syllabus has a more complete standard, the thesis 
took the speaking verbs in it as research object and divided them into three sub 
semantic fields according to their emotional meaning; eight sub semantic fields 
according to their semantic meaning; three sub semantic fields according to their 
different colloquial styles. Then the author analyzed and described the sememes of 
several groups of frequent-used speaking verbs from the aspect of TCSL.   
In Chapter Five, according to the features of speaking verbs, the author raised 
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verbs, like theme based strategy and word association strategy, and designed a review 
lesson of charting verbs and related classroom activities. 
Generally speaking, the thesis studied the speaking verbs in contemporary 
Chinese and syllabuses and emphasized on some frequent used verbs. Hope this could 
bring some inspiration to the teaching of speaking verbs.  
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现“说”作为词的检索记录多达 7056 条，“讲”有 529 条检索记录，“问”
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